Project: Disaster Tracker

Start Time: 5:00pm

End Time: 8:15pm

Time Keeper: Jhossue Jimenez

Scribe: Jhossue Jimenez

Facilitator: Brandon Cole

Location: 70-1665(Team Rooms) / Google Hangout

Participants: Brandon Cole, Jake Peterson, Aaron Damrau, Nsama Chipalo, Jhossue Jimenez, Samuel Malachowsky, Christopher Serafin, Sharon Malfesi

Meeting Purpose: Weekly update with the sponsor. End of Sprint 10.

Agenda:

1. Risk Document
   a. More risks continue to fall out. Down to 3 remaining risks.

2. Project Updates
   a. Sprint 10 Review
      i. No stories fell out.
      ii. Focused mainly on tuning the algorithm.
   b. Code Freeze is next week
      i. Bugs are being worked on.
      ii. Pagination will not be implemented as it would require too much overhaul.
   c. Next week we’ll discuss handing off the project to Datto.

3. Questions
   a. Sponsors should be able to make it.
   b. There’s 1 MSP with 4670 devices.

4. Initial Poster Feedback
   a. Proportions-wise, sketch is better than actual mock-up.
   b. Work on resizing icons etc.
   c. Thursday’s meeting will be dedicated to fix up the poster and hand it in by next Wednesday.

5. Bug Fixing
a. Rest of the meeting spent looking into existing bugs.